
 

 
Neutral Citation Number: [2024] EWHC 134 (KB) 

Claim no: QB-2022-000904 

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE 

KING'S BENCH DIVISION 

THE ROYAL COURTS OF JUSTICE 

Date: 26th January 2024 

Before: 

MR JUSTICE RITCHIE 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

 

BETWEEN 

(1) VALERO ENERGY LTD 

(2) VALERO LOGISTICS UK LTD 

(3) VALERO PEMBROKESHIRE OIL TERMINAL LTD 

Claimants 

-and-  

 

(1) PERSONS UNKNOWN WHO, 

IN CONNECTION WITH ENVIRONMENTAL PROTESTS 

BY THE ‘JUST STOP OIL’ OR ‘EXTINCTION REBELLION’ 

OR ‘INSULATE BRITAIN’ OR ‘YOUTH CLIMATE 

SWARM’ (ALSO KNOWN AS YOUTH SWARM) 

MOVEMENTS ENTER   OR REMAIN WITHOUT THE 

CONSENT OF THE FIRST CLAIMANT UPON ANY OF 

THE 8 SITES (defined below) 

 

(2) PERSONS UNKNOWN WHO, 

IN CONNECTION WITH ENVIRONMENTAL PROTESTS 

BY THE ‘JUST STOP OIL’ OR ‘EXTINCTION REBELLION’ 

OR ‘INSULATE BRITAIN’ OR ‘YOUTH CLIMATE 

SWARM’ (ALSO KNOWN AS YOUTH SWARM) 

MOVEMENTS CAUSE BLOCKADES, OBSTRUCTIONS OF 

TRAFFIC AND INTERFERE WITH THE PASSAGE BY 

THE CLAIMANTS AND THEIR AGENTS, SERVANTS, 

EMPLOYEES, LICENSEES, INVITEES WITH OR 

WITHOUT VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT TO, FROM, 



 

OVER AND ACROSS THE ROADS IN THE VICINITY OF 

THE 8 SITES (defined below) 

 

(3) MRS ALICE BRENCHER AND 16 OTHERS 

Defendants 

 

Katharine Holland KC and Yaaser Vanderman  

(instructed by CMS Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang LLP) for the Claimant. 

The Defendants did not appear. 

 

Hearing date: 17th January 2024 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Approved Judgment 
  

This judgment was handed down remotely at 14.00pm on Friday 26th January 2024 by 

circulation to the parties or their representatives by e-mail and by release to the National 

Archives. 
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Mr Justice Ritchie: 

The Parties 

1. The Claimants are three companies who are part of a large petrochemical group called 

the Valero Group and own or have a right to possession of the 8 Sites defined out below. 

 

2. The “4 Organisations” relevant to this judgment are: 

2.1 Just Stop Oil. 

2.2 Extinction Rebellion. 

2.3 Insulate Britain. 

2.4 Youth Climate Swarm. 

I have been provided with a little information about the persons who set up and run 

some of these 4 Organisations. They appear to be crowdfunded partly by donations. A 

man called Richard Hallam appears to be a co-founder of 3 of them. 

 

3. The Defendants are firstly, persons unknown (PUs) connected with 4 Organisations 

who trespass or stay on the 8 Sites defined below. Secondly, they are PUs who block 

access to the 8 Sites defined below or otherwise interfere with the access to the 8 Sites 

by the Claimants, their servants, agents, licensees or invitees.  Thirdly, they are named 

persons who have been involved in suspected tortious behaviour or whom the 

Claimants fear will be involved in tortious behaviour at the 8 Sites and the relevant 

access roads. 

 

The 8 Sites 

4. The “8 Sites” are: 

4.1 the first Claimant’s Pembroke oil refinery, Angle, Pembroke SA71 5SJ (shown 

outlined red on plan A in Schedule 1 to the Order made by Bourne J on 

28.7.2023); 

4.2 the first Claimant’s Pembroke oil refinery jetties at Angle, Pembroke SA71 5SJ 

(as shown outlined red on plan B in Schedule 1 to the Order made by Bourne J 

on 28.7.2023); 

4.3 the second Claimant’s Manchester oil terminal at Churchill Way, Trafford P ark, 

Manchester M17 1BS (shown outlined red on plan C in Schedule 1 to the Order 

made by Bourne J on 28.7.2023); 

4.4 the second Claimant’s Kingsbury oil terminal at plot B, Trinity Road, Kingsbury, 

Tamworth B78 2EJ (shown outlined red on plan D in Schedule 1 to the Order 

made by Bourne J on 28.7.2023); 

4.5 the second Claimant’s Plymouth oil terminal at Oakfield Terrace Road, 

Cattedown, Plymouth PL4 0RY (shown outlined red on plan E in Schedule 1 to 

the Order made by Bourne J on 28.7.2023); 

4.6 the second Claimant’s Cardiff oil terminal at Roath Dock, Rover Way, Cardiff 

CF10 4US (shown outlined red on plan F in Schedule 1 to the Order made by 

Bourne J on 28.7.2023); 
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4.7 the second Claimant’s Avonmouth oil terminal at Holesmouth Road, Royal 

E dward dock, Avonmouth BS11 9BT (shown outlined red on the plan G in 

Schedule 1 to the Order made by Bourne J on 28.7.2023); 

4.8 the third Claimant’s Pembrokeshire terminal at Main Road, Waterston, Milford 

Haven SA73 1DR (shown outlined red on plan H in Schedule 1 to the Order 

made by Bourne J on 28.7.2023). 

 

Bundles  

5. For the hearing I was provided with a core bundle and 5 lever arch files making up the 

supplementary bundle, a bundle of authorities, a skeleton argument, a draft order and a 

final witness statement from Ms Hurle. Nothing was provided by any Defendant.   

 

Summary  

6. The 4 Organisations and members of the public connected with them seek to disrupt 

the petrochemical industry in England and Wales in furtherance of their political 

objectives and demands. After various public threats and protests and on police 

intelligence the Claimants issued a Claim Form on the 18th of March 2022 alleging that 

they feared tortious trespass and nuisance by persons unknown connected with the 4 

Organisations at their 8 Sites and their access roads and seeking an interim injunction 

prohibiting that tortious behaviour.  

 

7. Various interim prohibitions were granted by Mr Justice Butcher on the 21st of March 

2022 in an ex-parte interim injunction protecting the 8 Sites and access thereto. 

However, protests involving tortious action took place at the Claimant’s and other 

companies’ Kingsbury site between the 1st and the 15th of April 2022 leading to not 

less than 86 protesters being arrested. The Claimants applied to continue their 

injunction and it was renewed by various High Court judges and eventually replaced 

by a similar interim injunction made by Mr Justice Bourne on the 28th of July 2023.  

 

8. On the 12th of December 2023 the Claimants applied for summary judgment and for a 

final injunction to last five years with annual reviews. This judgment deals with the 

final hearing of that application which took place before me. 

 

9. Despite valid service of the application, evidence and notice of hearing, none of the 

named Defendants attended at the hearing which was in open Court and no UPs 

attended at the hearing, nor did any member of the public as far as I could see in Court. 

The Claimants’ counsel informed me that no communication took place between any 

named Defendant and the Claimants’ solicitors in relation to the hearing other than by 

way of negotiations for undertakings for 43 of the named Defendants who all promised 

not to commit the feared torts in future.  

 

The Issues  

10. The issues before me were as follows:  
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10.1 Are the elements of CPR Part 24 satisfied so that summary judgment can be 

entered? 

10.2 Should a final injunction against unknown persons and named Defendants be 

granted on the evidence presented by the Claimants? 

10.3 What should the terms of any such injunction be? 

 

The ancillary applications  

11. The Claimants also made various tidying up applications which I can deal with briefly 

here. They applied to amend the Claimants’ names, to change the word “limited” to a 

shortened version thereof to match the registered names of the companies. They applied 

to delete two Defendants, whom they accepted were wrongly added to the proceedings 

(and after the hearing a third). They applied to make minor alterations to the 

descriptions of the 1st and 2nd Defendants who are unknown persons. The Claimants 

also applied for permission to apply for summary judgment. This application was made 

retrospectively to satisfy the requirements of CPR rule 24.4. None of these applications 

was opposed. I granted all of them and they are to be encompassed in a set of directions 

which will be issued in an Order. 

 

Pleadings and chronology of the action 

12. In the Claim Form the details of the claims were set out. The Claimants sought a quia 

timet (since he fears) injunction, fearing that persons would trespass into the 8 Sites and 

cause danger or damage therein and disrupt the processes carried out therein, or block 

access to the 8 Sites thereby committing a private nuisance on private roads or a public 

nuisance on public highways. The Claimants relied on the letter sent by Just Stop Oil 

dated 14th February 2022 to Her Majesty's Government threatening intervention unless 

various demands were met. Just Stop Oil asserted they planned to commence action 

from the 22nd of March 2022.  Police intelligence briefings supported the risk of 

trespass and nuisance at the Claimants’ 8 Sites. 3 unidentified groups of persons in 

connection with the 4 Organisations were categorised as Defendants in the claim as 

follows: (1) those trespassing onto the 8 Sites; (2) those blockading or obstructing 

access to the 8 Sites; (3) those carrying out a miscellany of other feared torts such as 

locking on, tunnelling or encouraging others to commit torts at the 8 Sites or on the 

access roads thereto. The Claim Form was amended by order of Bennathan J. in April 

2022; Re amended by order of Cotter J. in September 2022 and re re amended in July 

2023 by order of Bourne J. 

 

13. In late March 2022 Mr Justice Butcher issued an interim ex parte injunction on a quia 

timet basis until trial, expressly stating it was not intended to prohibit lawful protest. 

He prohibited the Defendants from entering or staying on the 8 sites; impeding access 

to the 8 sites; damaging the Claimants’ land; locking on or causing or encouraging 

others to breach the injunction. The Order provided for various alternative methods of 

service for the unknown persons by fixing hard copies of the injunction at the entrances 

and on access road at the 8 Sites, publishing digital copies online at a specific website 

and sending emails to the 4 Organisations. 
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14. Despite the interim injunction, between the 1st and the 7th of April 2022 protesters 

attended at the Claimants’ Kingsbury site and 48 were arrested. Between the 9th and 

15th of April 2022 further protesters attended at the Kingsbury site and 38 were 

arrested. No application to commit any person to prison for contempt was made. The 

protests were not just at the Claimants’ parts of the Kingsbury site. They targeted other 

owners’ sites there too.  

 

15. On the return date, the original interim injunction was replaced by an Order dated 11th 

of April 2022 made by Bennathan J. which was in similar terms and provided for 

alternative service in a similar way and gave directions for varying or discharging the 

interim injunction on the application by any unknown person who was required provide 

their name and address if they wished to do so (none ever did).  Geographical plans 

were attached to the original injunction and the replacement injunction setting out 

clearly which access roads were covered and delineating each of the 8 Sites. 

Undertakings were given by the Claimants and directions were given for various Chief 

Constables to disclose lists and names of persons arrested at the 8 Sites on dates up to 

the 1st of June 2022. 

 

16. The Chief Constables duly obliged and on the 20th of September 2022 Mr Justice Cotter 

added named Defendants to the proceedings, extended the term of the interim 

injunction, provided retrospective permission for service and gave directions allowing 

variation or discharge of the injunction on application by any Defendant. Unknown 

persons who wished to apply were required to self-name and provide an address for 

service (none ever did). Then, on the 16th of December 2022 Mr Justice Cotter gave 

further retrospective permission for service of various documents. On the 20th of 

January 2023 Mr Justice Soole reviewed the interim injunction, gave permission for 

retrospective service of various documents and replaced the interim injunction with a 

similar further interim injunction. Alternative service was again permitted in a similar 

fashion by: (1) publication on a specified website, (2) e-mail to the 4 Organisations, (3) 

personal service on the named Defendants where that was possible because they had 

provided addresses. At that time no acknowledgement of service or defence from any 

Defendant was required.  

 

17. In April 2023 the Claimants changed their solicitors and in June 2023 Master Cook 

gave prospective alternative service directions for future service of all Court documents 

by: (1) publication on the named website, (2) e-mail to the 4 Organisations, (3) fixing 

a notification to signs at the front entrances and the access roads of the 8 Sites.  Normal 

service applied for the named Defendants who had provided addresses. 

 

18. On the 28th of July 2023, before Bourne J., the Claimants agreed not to pursue contempt 

applications for breaches of the orders of Mr Justice Butcher and Mr Justice Bennathan 

for any activities before the date of the hearing. Present at that hearing were counsel for 

Defendants 31 and 53. Directions were given permitting a redefinition of “Unknown 
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Persons” and solving a substantial range of service and drafting defects in the previous 

procedure and documents since the Claim Form had been issued. A direction was given 

for Acknowledgements of Service and Defences to be served by early October 2023 

and the claim was discontinued against Defendants 16, 19, 26, 29, 38, 46 and 47 on the 

basis that they no longer posed a threat. A direction was given for any other Defendant 

to give an undertaking by the 6th of October 2023 to the Claimants’ solicitors. Service 

was to be in accordance with the provisions laid down by Master Cook in June 2023.  

 

19. On the 30th November 2023 Master Eastman ordered that service of exhibits to witness 

statements and hearing bundles was to be by: (1) uploading them onto the specific 

website, (2) emailing a notification to the 4 Organisations,  (3) placing a notice at the 8 

Sites entrances and access roads, (4) postal service to of a covering letter named 

Defendants who had provided addresses informing them where the exhibits could be 

read.  

 

20. The Claimants applied for summary judgment on the 12th of December 2023.  

 

21. By the time of the hearing before me, 43 named Defendants had provided undertakings 

in accordance with the Order of Mr Justice Bourne. Defendants 14 and 44 were wrongly 

added and so 17 named Defendants remained who had refused to provide undertakings. 

None of these attended the hearing or communicated with the Court.  

 

The lay witness evidence  

22. I read evidence from the following witnesses provided in statements served and filed 

by the Claimants: 

22.1 Laurence Matthews, April 2022, June 2023. 

22.2 David Blackhouse, March and April 2022, January, June and November 2023.  

22.3 Emma Pinkerton, June and December 2023. 

22.4 Kate McCall, March and April 2022, January (x3) 2023. 

22.5 David McLoughlin, March 2022, November 2023. 

22.6 Adrian Rafferty, March 2022 

22.7 Richard Wilcox, April and August 2022, March 2023. 

22.8 Aimee Cook, January 2023. 

22.9 Anthea Adair, May, July and August 2023. 

22.10 Jessica Hurle, January 2024 (x2). 

22.11 Certificates of service: supplementary bundles pages 3234-3239. 

 

Service evidence 

23. The previous orders made by the Judges who have heard the interlocutory matters dealt 

with all previous service matters. In relation to the hearing before me I carefully 

checked the service evidence and was helpfully led through it by counsel.  A concern 

of substance arose over some defective evidence given by Miss Hurle which was 

hearsay but did not state the sources of the hearsay. This was resolved by the provision 
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of a further witness statement at the Court’s request clarifying the hearsay element of 

her assertion which I have read and accept.  

 

24. On the evidence before me I find, on the balance of probabilities, that the application 

for summary judgment and ancillary applications and the supporting evidence and 

notice of hearing were properly served in accordance with the orders of Master Cook 

and Master Eastman and the CPR on all of the Defendants.  

 

Substantive evidence 

25. David Blackhouse.    Mr. Blackhouse is employed by Valero International Security as 

European regional security manager. In his earlier statements he evidenced his fears 

that there were real and imminent threats to the Claimants’ 8 Sites and in his later 

statements set out the direct action suffered at the Claimants’ sites which fully matched 

his earlier fears.  

 

26. In his first witness statement he set out evidence from the police and from the Just Stop 

Oil website evidencing their commitment to action and their plans to participate in 

protests. The website set out an action plan asking members of the public to sign up to 

the group’s mailing list so that the group could send out information about their 

proposed activities and provide training. Intervention was planned from the 22nd of 

March 2022 if the Government did not back down to the group’s demands. Newspaper 

reports from anonymous spokespersons for the group threatened activity that would 

lead to arrests involving blocking oil sites and paralysing the country. A Just Stop Oil 

spokesperson asserted they would go beyond the activities of Extinction Rebellion and 

Insulate Britain through civil resistance, taking inspiration from the old fuel protests 22 

years before when lorries blockaded oil refineries and fuel depots. Mr. Blackhouse also 

summarised various podcasts made by alleged members of the group in which the group 

asserted it would train up members of the public to cause disruption together with Youth 

Climate Swarm and Extinction Rebellion to focus on the oil industry in April 2022 with 

the aim of causing disruption in the oil industry. Mr. Blackhouse also provided evidence 

of press releases and statements by Extinction Rebellion planning to block major UK 

oil refineries in April 2022 but refusing to name the actual sites which they would block. 

They asserted their protests would “continue indefinitely” until the Government backed 

down. Insulate Britain’s press releases and podcasts included statements that persons 

aligned with the group intended to carry out “extreme protests” matching the protests 

22 years before which allegedly brought the country to a “standstill”. They stated they 

needed to cause an “intolerable level of disruption”. Blocking oil refineries and 

different actions disrupting oil infrastructure was specifically stated as their objective.  

 

27. In his second witness statement David Blackhouse summarised the protest events at 

Kingsbury terminal on the 1st of April 2022 (which were carried out in conjunction 

with similar protests at Esso Purfleet, Navigator at Thurrock and Exolum in Grays). He 

was present at the Site and was an eye-witness. The protesters blocked the access roads 

which were public and then moved onto private access roads. More than 30 protesters 
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blocked various tankers from entering the site. Some climbed on top of the tankers. 

Police in large numbers were used to tidy up the protest. On the next day, the 2nd of 

April 2022, protesters again blocked public and private access roads at various places 

at the Kingsbury site. Further arrests were made. Mr Blackhouse was present at the site.  

 

28. In his third witness statement he summarised the nationwide disruption of the 

petrochemical industry which included protests at Esso West near Heathrow airport; 

Esso Hive in Southampton, BP Hamble in Southampton, Exolum in Essex, Navigator 

terminals in Essex, Esso Tyburn Road in Birmingham, Esso Purfleet in Essex, and the 

Kingsbury site in Warwickshire possessed by the Claimants and BP. In this witness 

statement Mr. Blackhouse asserted that during April 2022 protesters forcibly broke into 

the second Claimant’s Kingsbury site and climbed onto pipe racks, gantries and static 

tankers in the loading bays. He also presented evidence that protesters dug and occupied 

tunnels under the Kingsbury site’s private road and Piccadilly Way and Trinity Road. 

He asserted that 180 arrests were made around the Kingsbury site in April 2022. He 

asserted that he was confident that the protesters were aware of the existence of the 

injunction granted in March 2022 because of the signs put up at the Kingsbury site both 

at the entrances and at the access roads. He gave evidence that in late April and early 

May protesters stood in front of the signs advertising the injunction with their own signs 

stating: “we are breaking the injunction”. He evidenced that on the Just Stop Oil 

website the organisation wrote that they would not be “intimidated by changes to the 

law” and would not be stopped by “private injunctions”. Mr. Blackhouse evidenced that 

further protests took place in May, August and September at the Kingsbury site on a 

smaller scale involving the creation of tunnels and lock on positions to facilitate road 

closures. In July 2022 protesters under the banner of Extinction Rebellion staged a 

protest in Plymouth City centre marching to the entrance of the second Claimant’s 

Plymouth oil terminal which was blocked for two hours. Tanker movements had to be 

rescheduled. Mr. Blackhouse summarised further Just Stop Oil press releases in 

October 2022 asserting their campaign would “continue until their demands were met 

by the Government”. He set out various protests in central London and on the Dartford 

crossing bridge of the M25. Mr. Blackhouse also relied on a video released by one 

Roger Hallam, who he asserted was a co-founder of Just Stop Oil, through YouTube on 

the 4th of November 2022.  He described this video as a call to arms making analogies 

with war and revolution and encouraging the “systematic disruption of society” in an 

effort to change Government policies affecting global warming. He highlighted the 

sentence by Mr Hallam:  

 

“if it's necessary to prevent some massive harm, some evil, some 

illegality, some immorality, it's justified, you have a right of necessity 

to cause harm”.  

 

The video concluded with the assertion “there is no question that disruption is effective, 

the only question is doing enough of it”. In the same month Just Stop Oil was 

encouraging members of the public to sign up for arrestable direct action. In November 
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2022 Just Stop Oil tweeted that they would escalate their legal disruption. Mr. 

Blackhouse then summarised what appeared to be statements by Extinction Rebellion 

withdrawing from more direct action. However Just Stop Oil continued to publish in 

late 2022 that they would not be intimidated by private injunctions. Mr Blackhouse 

researched the mission statements of Insulate Britain which contained the assertion that 

their continued intention included a campaign of civil resistance, but they only had the 

next two to three years to sort it out and their next campaign had to be more ambitious. 

Whilst not disclosing the contents of the briefings received from the police it was clear 

that Mr. Blackhouse asserted, in summary, that the police warned that Just Stop Oil 

intended to have a high tempo civil resistance campaign which would continue to 

involve obstruction, tunnelling, lock one and at height protests at petrochemical 

facilities. 

 

29. In his 4th witness statement Mr Blackhouse set out a summary of the direct actions 

suffered by the Claimants as follows (“The Refinery” means Pembroke Oil refinery): 

 

“September 2019 

6.5 The Refinery was the target of protest activity in 2019, albeit this 

was on a smaller scale to that which took place in 2022 at the Kingsbury 

Terminal. The activity at the Refinery involved the blocking of access 

roads whereby the protestors used concrete “Lock Ons” i.e. the 

protestors locked arms, within the concrete blocks placed on the road, 

whilst sitting on the road to prevent removal. Although it was a non-

violent protest it did impact upon employees at the Refinery who were 

prevented from attending and leaving work. Day to day operations and 

deliveries were negatively impacted as a result. 

6.6… 

Friday 1st April 2022 

Protestors obstructed the crossroads junction of Trinity Road, 

Piccadilly Way, and the entrance to the private access road by sitting in 

the road. They also climbed onto two stationary road tanker wagons on 

Piccadilly Way, about thirty metres from the same junction, preventing 

the vehicles from moving, causing a partial obstruction of the road in 

the direction of the terminal. They also climbed onto one road tanker 

wagon that had stopped on Trinity Road on the approach to the private 

access road to the terminal. Fuel supplies from the Valero terminal were 

seriously disrupted due to the continued obstruction of the highway and 

the entrance to the private access road throughout the day. Valero staff 

had to stop the movement of road tanker wagons to or from the site 

between the hours of 07:40 hrs and 20:30 hrs. My understanding is that 

up to twenty two persons were arrested by the Police before Valero 

were able to receive road tanker traffic and resume normal supplies of 

fuel. 

Sunday 3rd April 2022 
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6.6.1 Protestors obstructed the same entrance point to the private shared 

access road leading from Trinity Road. The obstructions started at 

around 02:00 hrs and continued until 17:27 hrs. There was reduced 

access for road tankers whilst Police completed the removal and arrest 

of the protestors. 

Tuesday 5th April 2022 

6.6.2 Disruption started at 04:49 hrs. Approximately twenty protestors 

blocked the same entrance point to the private shared access road from 

Trinity Road. They were reported to have used adhesive to glue 

themselves to the road surface or used equipment to lock themselves 

together. Police attended and I understand that eight persons were 

arrested. Road tanker movements at Valero were halted between 04:49 

hrs and 10:50 hrs that day. 

Thursday 7th April 2022 

6.6.3 This was a day of major disruption. At around 00:30 hrs the 

Valero Terminal Operator initiated an Emergency Shut Down having 

identified intruders on CCTV within the perimeter of the site. Five 

video files have been downloaded from the CCTV system showing a 

group of about fifteen trespassers approaching the rear of the Kingsbury 

Terminal across the railway lines. The majority appear to climb over 

the palisade fencing into the Kingsbury Terminal whilst several others 

appear to have gained access by cutting mesh fencing on the border 

with WOSL. There is then footage of protestors in different areas of the 

site including footage at 00:43 hrs of one intruder walking across the 

loading bay holding up what appears to be a mobile phone in front of 

him, clearly contravening site safety rules. He then climbed onto a 

stationary road tanker on the loading bay. There is clear footage of 

several others sitting in an elevated position in the pipe rack adjacent to 

the loading bay. I am also aware that Valero staff reported that two 

persons climbed the staircase to sit on top of one of the gas oil storage 

tanks and four others were found having climbed the staircase to sit on 

the roof of a gasoline storage tank. Police attended and spent much of 

the day removing protestors from the site enabling it to reopen at 18:00 

hrs. There is CCTV footage of one or more persons being removed from 

top of the stationary road tanker wagon on the loading bays. 

6.6.4 The shutdown of more than seventeen hours caused major 

disruption to road tanker movements that day as customers were unable 

to access the site. 

Saturday 9th April 2022 

6.6.5 Protest activity occurred involving several persons around the 

entrance to the private access road. I believe that Police made three 

arrests and there was little or no disruption to road tanker movements. 

Sunday 10th April 2022 
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6.6.6 A caravan was left parked on the side of the road on Piccadilly 

way, between the roundabout junction with the A51 and the entrance to 

the Shell fuel terminal. Police detained a small group of protestors with 

the caravan including one who remained within a tunnel that had been 

excavated under the road. It appeared to be an attempt to cause a closure 

of one of the two routes leading to the oil terminals. 

6.6.7 By 16:00 hrs police responded to two road tankers that were 

stranded on Trinity Road, approximately 900 metres north of the 

entrance to the private access road. Protestors had climbed onto the 

tankers preventing them from being driven any further, causing an 

obstruction on the second access route into the oil terminals. 

6.6.8 The Police managed to remove the protestors on top of the road 

tankers but 18:00 hrs and I understand that the individual within the 

tunnel on Piccadilly Way was removed shortly after. 

6.6.9 I understand that the Police made twenty-two arrests on the 

approach roads to the fuel terminals throughout the day. The road tanker 

wagons still managed to enter and leave the Valero site during the day 

taking whichever route was open at the time. This inevitably meant that 

some vehicles could not take their preferred route but could at least 

collect fuel as required. I was subsequently informed that a structural 

survey was quickly completed on the road tunnel and deemed safe to 

backfill without the need for further road closure. 

Friday 15th April 2022 

6.6.10 This was another day of major disruption. At 04:25 hrs the 

Valero operator initiated an emergency shutdown. The events were 

captured on seventeen video files recording imagery from two CCTV 

cameras within the site between 04:20 hrs and 15:45 hrs that day. 

6.6.11 At 04:25 a group of about ten protestors approached the 

emergency access gate which is located on the northern corner of the 

site, opening out onto Trinity Road, 600 metres north of the entrance to 

the shared private access road. They were all on foot and could be seen 

carrying ladders. Two ladders were used to climb up the outside of the 

emergency gate and then another two ladders were passed over to 

provide a means of climbing down inside the Valero site. Seven persons 

managed to climb over before a police vehicle pulled up alongside the 

gate. The seven then dispersed into the Kingsbury Terminal. 

6.6.12 The video footage captures the group of four males and three 

females sitting for several hours on the pipe rack, with two of them (one 

male and one female) making their way up onto the roof of the loading 

bay area nearby. The two on the roof sat closely together whilst the 

male undressed and sat naked for a considerable time sunbathing. The 

video footage concludes with footage of Police and the Fire and Rescue 

service working together to remove the two individuals. 
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6.6.13 The Valero terminal remained closed between 04:30 hrs and 

16:00 hrs that day causing major disruption to fuel collections. The 

protestors breached the site’s safety rules and the emergency services 

needed to use a ‘Cherry Picker’ (hydraulic platform) during their 

removal. There were also concerns that the roof panels would not 

withstand the weight of the two persons sitting on it. 

6.6.14 I understand that Police made thirteen arrests in or around Valero 

and the other fuel terminals that day and had to request ‘mutual aid’ 

from neighbouring police forces.  

Tuesday 26th April 2022 

6.6.15 I was informed that approximately twelve protestors arrived 

outside the Kingsbury Terminal at about 07:30 hrs, increasing to about 

twenty by 09:30 hrs. Initially they engaged in a peaceful non obstructive 

protest but by 10:00 hrs had blocked the entrance to the private access 

road by sitting across it. Police then made a number of arrests and the 

obstructions were cleared by 10:40 hrs. On this occasion there was 

minimal disruption to the Valero site. 

Wednesday 27th April 2022 

6.6.16 At about 16:00 hrs a group of about ten protestors were arrested 

whilst attempting to block the entrance to the shared private access 

road.  

Thursday 28th April 2022  

6.6.17 At about 12:40 hrs a similar protest took place involving a group 

of about eight persons attempting to block the entrance to the shared 

private access road. The police arrested them and opened the access by 

13:10 hrs. 

Wednesday 4th May 2022 

6.6.18 At about 13:30 hrs twelve protestors assembled at the entrance 

to the shared private access road without incident. I was informed that 

by 15:49 hrs Police had arrested ten individuals who had attempted to 

block the access. 

Thursday 12th May 2022 

6.6.19 At 13:30 hrs eight persons peacefully protested at the entrance 

to the private access road. By 14:20 hrs the numbers increased to 

eleven. The activity continued until 20:15 hrs by which time Police 

made several arrests of persons causing obstructions. I have retained 

images of the obstructions that were taken during the protest. 

Monday 22nd August 2022 

6.6.20 Contractors clearing undergrowth alerted Police to suspicious 

activity involving three persons who were on land between Trinity 

Road and the railway tracks which lead to the rear of the Valero and 

WOSL terminals. The location is about 1.5 km from the entrance to the 

shared private access road to the Kingsbury Terminal. A police dog 

handler attended and arrested two of the persons with the third making 
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off. Three tunnels were found close to a tent that the three were believed 

to be sleeping in. The tunnels started on the roadside embankment and 

two of them clearly went under the road. The entrances were carefully 

prepared and concealed in the undergrowth. Police agreed that they 

were ‘lock in’ positions for protestors intending to cause a road closure 

along one of the two approach roads to the oil terminals. The road was 

closed awaiting structural survey. I have retained a collection of the 

images taken by my staff at the scene. 

Tuesday 23rd August 2022 

6.6.21 During the morning protestors obstructed a tanker in Trinity 

Road, approximately 1km from the Valero Terminal. There was also an 

obstruction of the highway close to the Shell terminal entrance on 

Piccadilly Way. I understand that both incidents led to arrests and a 

temporary blockage for road tankers trying to access the Valero site. 

Later that afternoon another tunnel was discovered under the road on 

Trinity Way, between the roundabout of the A51 and the Shell terminal. 

It was reported that protestors had locked themselves into positions 

within the tunnel. Police were forced to close the road meaning that all 

road tanker traffic into the Kingsbury Terminal had to approach via 

Trinity road and the north. It then became clear that the tunnels found 

on Trinity Road the previous day had been scheduled for use at the same 

time to create a total closure of the two routes into the fuel terminals. 

6.6.22 The closure of Piccadilly Way continued for another two days 

whilst protestors were removed and remediation work was completed 

to fill in the tunnels. 

Wednesday 14th September 2022 

6.6.23 There was serious disruption to the Valero Terminal after 

protestors blocked the entrance to the private access road. I believe that 

Police made fifty one arrests before the area was cleared to allow road 

tankers to access the terminal. 

6.6.24 Tanker movements were halted for just over seven hours 

between mid-day and 19:00 hrs. On Saturday 16th July and Sunday 

17th July 2022, the group known as Extinction Rebellion staged a 

protest in Plymouth city centre. The protest was planned and disclosed 

to the police in advance and included a march of about two hundred 

people from the city centre down to the entrance to the Valero Plymouth 

Terminal in Oakfield Terrace Rd. The access to the terminal was 

blocked for about two hours. Road tanker movements were re-

scheduled in advance minimising any disruption to fuel supplies.” 

 

I note that the events of 16th July 2022 are out of chronological order.  

 

30. In his 5th witness statement the main threats identified by Mr Blackhouse were; (1) 

protesters directly entering the 8 Sites. He stated there had been serious incidents in the 
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past in which protestors forcibly gained access by cutting through mesh border fencing 

or climbing over fencing and then carrying out dangerous activities such as climbing 

and sitting on top of storage tanks containing highly flammable fuel and vapour. He 

warned that the risk of fire for explosion at the 8 Sites is high due to the millions of 

litres of flammable liquid and gas stored at each. Mobile phones and lighters are heavily 

controlled or prohibited. (2) He warned that any activity which blocked or restricted 

access roads would be likely to create a situation where the Claimants were forced to 

take action to reduce the health and safety risks relating to emergency access which 

might include evacuating the sites or shutting some activity on the sites. 

 

31. Mr. Blackhouse warned of the knock-on effects of the Claimants having to manage 

protester activity to mitigate potential health and safety risks which would impact on 

the general public. If activity on the 8 Sites is reduced or prevented due to protester 

activity this would reduce the level of fuel produced, stored and transported, which 

would ultimately result in shortages at filling station forecourts, potentially panic 

buying and the adverse effects thereof. He referred to the panic buying that occurred in 

September 2021. Mr Blackhouse described the various refineries and terminals and the 

businesses carried on there. He also described the access roads to the sites. He described 

the substantial number of staff accessing the sites and the substantial number of tanker 

movements per day accessing refineries. He also described the substantial number of 

ship movements to and from the jetties per annum. He warned of the dangers of 

blocking emergency services getting access to the 8 Sites. He stated that if access roads 

at the 8 Sites were blocked the Claimants would have no option but to cease operations 

and shut down the refineries to ensure compliance with health and safety risk 

assessments. He informed the Court that one of the most hazardous times at the 

refineries was when restarting the processes after a shut down. The temperatures and 

pressures in the refinery are high and during restarting there is a higher probability of a 

leak and resultant explosions. Accordingly, the Claimants seek to limit shutdown and 

restart activity as much as possible. Generally, these only happen every four or five 

years under strictly controlled conditions. 

 

32. Mr. Blackhouse referred to an incident in 2019 when Extinction Rebellion targeted the 

Pembroke oil refinery and jetties by blocking the access roads. He warned that slow 

walking and blocking access roads remained a real risk and a health and safety concern. 

He also informed the Court that local police at this refinery took a substantial time to 

deal with protesters due to locking on and climbing in, resulting in significant delay. 

He further evidenced this by reference to the Kingsbury terminal protest in 2022. 

 

33. Mr. Blackhouse asserted that all of the 8 Sites are classified as “Critical National 

Infrastructure”. The Claimants liaise closely with the National Protective Security 

Authority and the National Crime Agency and the Counter Terrorism Security Advisor 

Service of the police. Secret reports received from those agencies evidenced continuing 

potential activity by the 4 Organisations. In addition, on the 8th of July 2023 Extinction 

Rebellion stickers were placed on a sign at the refinery. 
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34. Overall Mr. Blackhouse asserted that the deterrent effect of the injunctions granted has 

diminished the protest activity at the 8 Sites but warned that it was clear that at least 

some of the 4 Organisations maintained an ongoing campaign of protest activity 

throughout the UK. He asserted it was critical that the injunctive relief remained in 

place for the protection of the Claimants’ employees, visitors to the sites, the public in 

surrounding areas and the protesters themselves. 

 

35. David McLoughlin. Mr McLoughlin is a director employed by the Valero group 

responsible for pipeline and terminals. His responsibilities include directing operations 

and logistics across all of the 8 Sites.  

 

36. He warned the Court that blocking access to the 8 Sites would have potentially very 

serious health and safety and environmental consequences and would cause significant 

business disruption. He described how under the Control of Major Accidents Hazards 

Involving Dangerous Substances Regulations 2015 the 8 Sites are categorised 

according to the risks they present which relate directly to the quantity of dangerous 

substances held on each site. Heavy responsibilities are placed upon the Claimants to 

manage their activities in a way so as to minimise the risk to employees, visitors and 

the general public and to prevent major accidents. The Claimants are required to carry 

out health and safety executive guided risk assessments which involve ensuring 

emergency services can quickly access the 8 Sites and to ensure appropriate manning. 

He warned that there were known safety risks of causing fires and explosions from 

lighters, mobile phones, key fobs and acrylic clothing. The risks are higher around the 

storage tanks and loading gantries which seemed to be favoured by protestors. He 

warned that the Plymouth and Manchester sites were within easy reach of large 

populations which created a risk to the public. He warned that blocking access roads to 

the 8 Sites would give rise to a potential risk of breaching the 2015 Regulations which 

would be both dangerous and a criminal offence. Additionally blocking access would 

lead to a build-up of tankers containing fuel which themselves posed a risk. He warned 

of the potential knock-on effects of an access road blockade on the supply chain for in 

excess of 700 filling stations and to the inward supply chain from tankers. He warned 

of the 1-2 day filling station tank capacity which needed constant and regular supply 

from the Claimants’ sites. He also warned about the disruption to commercial contracts 

which would be caused by disruption to the 8 Sites. He set out details of the various 

sites and their access roads. He referred to the July 2022 protest at the Plymouth 

terminal site and pointed out the deterrent effect of the injunction, which was in place 

at that time, had been real and had reduced the risk. 

 

37. Emma Pinkerton. Miss Pinkerton has provided 5 witness statements in these 

proceedings, the last one dated December 2023. She is a partner at CMS Cameron 

McKenna Nabarro Olswang LLP.  
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38. In her 3rd statement she set out details relating to the interlocutory course of the 

proceedings and service and necessary changes to various interim orders made. 

 

39. In her last witness statement she gave evidence that the Claimants do not seek to prevent 

protesters from undertaking peaceful lawful protests. She asserted that the Defendants 

had no real prospect of successfully defending the claim and pointed out that no 

Acknowledgments of Service or Defences had been served. She set out the chronology 

of the action and service of proceedings. She dealt with various errors in the orders 

made. She summarised that 43 undertakings had been taken from Defendants. She 

pointed out that there were errors in the naming of some Defendants. Miss Pinkerton 

summarised the continuing threat pointing out that the Just Stop Oil Twitter feed 

contained a statement dated 9th June 2023 setting out that the writer explained to Just 

Stop Oil connected readers that the injunctions banned people from taking action at 

refineries, distribution hubs and petrol stations and that the punishments for breaking 

injunctions ranged from unlimited fines to imprisonment. She asserted that the 

Claimants’ interim injunctions in combination with those obtained by Warwickshire 

Borough Council had significantly reduced protest activity at the Kingsbury site. 

 

40. Miss Pinkerton provided a helpful summary of incidents since June 2023. On the 26th 

of June 2023 Just Stop Oil protesters carried out four separate slow marches across 

London impacting access on King's College Hospital. On the 3rd of July 2023 protesters 

connected with Extinction Rebellion protested outside the offices of Wood Group in 

Aberdeen and Surrey letting off flares and spraying fake oil across the entrance in 

Surrey. On 10th July 2023 several marches took place across London. On the 20th of 

July 2023 supporters of Just Stop Oil threw orange paint over the headquarters of Exxon 

Mobile. On the 1st of August 2023 protesters connected with Just Stop Oil marched 

through Cambridge City centre. On the 13th of August 2023 protesters connected with 

Money Rebellion (which may be associated with Extinction Rebellion) set off flares at 

the AIG Women's Open in Tadworth. On the 18th of August 2023 protesters associated 

with Just Stop Oil carried out a slow march in Wells, Somerset and the next day a 

similar march took place in Exeter City centre. On the 26th of August 2023 a similar 

march took place in Leeds. On the 2nd of September 2023 protesters associated with 

Extinction Rebellion protested outside the London headquarters of Perenco, an oil and 

gas company. On the 9th of September 2023 there was a slow march by protesters 

connected with Just Stop Oil in Portsmouth City centre. On the 18th of September 2023 

protesters connected with Extinction Rebellion poured fake oil over the steps of the 

Labour Party headquarters and climbed the building letting off smoke grenades and one 

protester locked on to a handrail. On the 1st of October 2023 protesters connected with 

Extinction Rebellion protested in Durham. On the 10th of October 2023 protesters 

connected with Just Stop Oil sprayed orange paint over the Radcliffe Camera library 

building in Oxford and the facade of the forum at Exeter University. On the 11th of 

October 2023 protesters connected with Just Stop Oil sprayed orange paint over parts 

of Falmouth University. On the 17th of October 2023 various protesters were arrested 

in connection with the Energy Intelligence forum in London. On the 19th of October 
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2023 protests took place in Canary Wharf targeting financial businesses allegedly 

supporting fossil fuels and insurance companies in the City of London. On the 30th of 

October 2023 60 protesters were arrested for slow marching outside Parliament. On the 

10th of November 2023 protesters connected with Extinction Rebellion occupied the 

offices of the Daily Telegraph. On the 12th of November 2023 protesters connected 

with Just Stop Oil marched in Holloway Road in London. On the 13th of November 

2023 protesters connected with Just Stop Oil marched from Hendon Way leading to a 

number of arrests. On the 14th of November 2023 protesters connected with Just Stop 

Oil marched from Kennington Park Rd. On the same day the Metropolitan Police 

warned that the costs of policing such daily marches was becoming unsustainable to the 

public purse. On the 15th of November 2023 protesters connected with Just Stop Oil 

marched down the Cromwell Road and 66 were arrested. On the 18th of November 

2023 protestors connected with Just Stop Oil and Extinction Rebellion protested outside 

the headquarters of Shell in London and some arrests were made. On the 20th of 

November 2023 protesters connected with Just Stop Oil gathered in Trafalgar Square 

and started to march and some arrests were made. On the 30th of November 2023 

protesters connected with Just Stop Oil gathered in Kensington in London and 16 were 

arrested. 

 

41. Miss Pinkerton extracted some quotes from the Just Stop Oil press releases including 

assertions that their campaign would be “indefinite” until the Government agreed to 

stop new fossil fuel projects in the UK and mentioning their supporters storming the 

pitch at Twickenham during the Gallagher Premiership Rugby final. Further press 

releases in June and July 2023 encouraging civil resistance against oil, gas and coal 

were published. In an open letter to the police unions dated 13th September 2023 Just 

Stop Oil stated they would be back on the streets from October the 29th for a resumption 

after their 13 week campaign between April and July 2023 which they asserted had 

already cost the Metropolitan Police more than £7.7 million and required the equivalent 

of an extra 23,500 officer shifts.  

 

42. Miss Pinkerton also examined the Extinction Rebellion press statements which 

included advice to members of the public to picket, organise locally, disobey and 

asserted that civil disobedience works. On the 30th of October 2023 a spokesperson for 

Just Stop Oil told the Guardian newspaper that the organisation supporters were willing 

to slow march to the point of arrest every day until the police took action to prosecute 

the real criminals who were facilitating new oil and gas extraction.  

 

43. Miss Pinkerton summarised the various applications for injunctions made by Esso Oil, 

Stanlow Terminals Limited, Infranorth Limited, North Warwickshire Borough Council, 

Esso Petroleum, Exxon Mobile Chemical Limited, Thurrock Council, Essex Council, 

Shell International, Shell UK, UK Oil Pipelines, West London Pipeline and Storage, 

Exolum Pipeline Systems, Exolum Storage, Exolum Seal Sands and Navigator 

Terminals.  
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44. Miss Pinkerton asserted that the Claimants had given full and frank disclosure as 

required by the Supreme Court in Wolverhampton v London Gypsies (citation below). 

In summary she asserted that the Claimants remained very concerned that protest 

groups including the 4 Organisations would undertake disruptive, direct action by 

trespass or blocking access to the 8 Sites and that a final injunction was necessary to 

prevent future tortious behaviour. 

 

Previous decision on the relevant facts 

45. In North Warwickshire v Baldwin and 158 others and PUs [2023] EWHC 1719, 

Sweeting J gave judgment in relation to a claim brought by North Warwickshire council 

against 159 named defendants relating to the Kingsbury terminal which is operated by 

Shell, Oil Pipelines Limited, Warwickshire Oil Storage Limited and Valero Energy Ltd. 

Findings of fact were made in that judgment about the events in March and April 2022 

which are relevant to my judgment. Sweeting J. found that protests began at Kingsbury 

during March 2022 and were characterised by protesters glueing themselves to roads 

accessing the terminal; breaking into the terminal compounds by cutting through gates 

and trespassing; climbing onto storage tanks containing unleaded petrol, diesel and fuel 

additives; using mobile phones within the terminal to take video films of their activities 

while standing on top of oil tankers and storage tanks and next to fuel transfer 

equipment; interfering with oil tankers by climbing onto them and fixing themselves to 

the roofs thereof;  letting air out of the tyres of tankers; obstructing the highways 

accessing the terminal generally and climbing equipment and abseiling from a road 

bridge into the terminal. In relation to the 7th of April Sweeting J found that at 12:30 

(past midnight) a group of protesters approached one of the main terminal entrances 

and attempted to glue themselves to the road. When the police were deployed a group 

of protesters approached the same enclosure from the fields to the rear and used a saw 

to break through an exterior gate and scaled fences to gain access. Once inside they 

locked themselves onto a number of different fixtures including the top of three large 

fuel storage tanks containing petrol diesel and fuel additives and the tops of two fuel 

tankers and the floating roof of a large fuel storage tank. The floating roof floated on 

the surface of stored liquid hydrocarbons. Sweeting J found that the ignition of liquid 

fuel or vapour in such a storage tank was an obvious source of risk to life. On the 9th 

of April 2022 protesters placed a caravan at the side of the road called Piccadilly Way 

which is an access road to the terminal and protesters glued themselves to the sides and 

top of the caravan whilst others attempted to dig a tunnel under the road through a false 

floor in the caravan. That was a road used by heavily laden oil tankers to and from the 

terminal and the collapse of the road due to a tunnel caused by a tanker passing over it 

was identified by Sweeting J as including the risk of injury and road damage and the 

escape of fuel fluid into the soil of the environment. 

 

Assessment of lay witnesses  

46. I decide all facts in this hearing on the balance of probabilities.  I have not seen any 

witness give live evidence. None were required for cross-examination by the 

Defendants. None were challenged.  I take that into account.  
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47. Having carefully read the statements I accept the evidence put before me from the 

Claimants’ witnesses.  I have not found sloppiness, internal inconsistency or 

exaggeration in the way they were written or any reason to doubt the evidence provided.  

 

The Law 

Summary Judgment 

48. Under CPR part 24 it is the first task of this Court to determine whether the Defendants 

have a realistic prospect of success in defending the claim. Realistic is distinguished 

from a fanciful prospect of success, see Swain v Hillman [2001] 1 ALL ER 91. The 

threshold for what is a realistic prospect was examined in ED and F Man Liquid 

Products v Patel [2003] EWCA Civ.  472. It is higher than a merely arguable prospect 

of success. Whilst it is clear that on a summary judgement application the Court is not 

required to effect a mini trial, it does need to analyse the evidence put before it to 

determine whether it is worthless, contradictory, unimpressive or incredible and overall 

to determine whether it is credible and worthy of acceptance. The Court is also required 

to take into account, in a claim against PUs, not only the evidence put before it on the 

application but also the evidence which could reasonably be expected to be available at 

trial both on behalf of the Claimants and the Defendants, see Royal Brompton Hospitals 

v Hammond (#5) [2001] EWCA Civ. 550. Where reasonable grounds exist for believing 

that a fuller investigation of the facts of the case at trial would affect the outcome of the 

decision then summary judgement should be refused, see Doncaster Pharmaceuticals 

v Bolton Pharmaceutical Co [2007] F.S.R 3. I take into account that the burden of proof 

rests in the first place on the applicant and also the guidance given in Sainsbury's 

Supermarkets v Condek Holdings [2014] EWHC 2016, at paragraph 13, that if the 

applicant has produced credible evidence in support of the assertion that the applicant 

has a realistic prospect of success on the claim, then the respondent is required to prove 

some real prospect of success in defending the claim or some other substantial reason 

for the claim going to trial. I also take into account the guidance given at paragraph 40 

of the judgment of Sir Julian Flaux in the Court of Appeal in National Highways 

Limited v Persons Unknown [2023] EWCA Civ. 182, that the test to be applied when a 

final anticipatory injunction is sought through a summary judgment application is the 

same as in all other cases.   

 

49. CPR part 24 r.24.5 states that if a respondent to a summary judgment application wishes 

to put in evidence he “must” file and serve written evidence 7 days before the hearing. 

Of course, this cannot apply to PUs who will have no knowledge of the hearing.  It does 

apply to named and served Defendants.  

 

50. But what approach should the Court take where named Defendant served nothing and 

PUs are also Defendants? In King v Stiefel [2021] EWHC 1045 (Comm) Cockerill J. 

ruled as follows on what to do in relation to evidence: 
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“21. The authorities therefore make clear that in the context of 

summary judgment the court is by no means barred from evaluating 

the evidence, and concluding that on the evidence there is no real 

(as opposed to fanciful) prospect of success. It will of course be 

cautious in doing so. It will bear in mind the clarity of the evidence 

available and the potential for other evidence to be available at trial 

which is likely to bear on the issues. It will avoid conducting a mini-

trial. But there will be cases where the court will be entitled to draw 

a line and say that - even bearing well in mind all of those points - it 

would be contrary to principle for a case to proceed to trial. 

22. So, when faced with a summary judgment application it is not 

enough to say, with Mr Micawber, that something may turn up . . 

.” 

 

51. In my judgment, in a case such as this, where named Defendants have taken no part 

and where other Defendants are PUs, the safest course is to follow the guidance of the 

Supreme Court and treat the hearing as ex-parte and to consider the defences which the 

PUs could run.  

 

Final Injunctions 

52. The power of this Court to grant an injunction is set out in S.37 of the Senior Courts 

Act 1981.  The relevant sections follow: 

 

“37 Powers of High Court with respect to injunctions …. 

(1)  The High Court may by order (whether interlocutory or final) grant 

an injunction … in all cases in which it appears to the court to be just 

and convenient to do so. 

(2)  Any such order may be made either unconditionally or on such 

terms and conditions as the court thinks just.” 

 

53. An injunction is a discretionary remedy which can be enforced through contempt 

proceedings. There are two types, mandatory and prohibitory. I am only dealing with 

an application for the latter type and only on the basis of quia timet – which is the fear 

of the Claimants that an actionable wrong will be committed against them. Whilst the 

balance of convenience test was initially developed for interim injunctions it developed 

such that it is generally used in the granting of final relief.   I shall refer below to how 

it is refined in PU cases.  

 

54. In law a landowner whose title is not disputed is prima facie entitled to an injunction to 

restrain a threatened or apprehended trespass on his land: see Snell’s Equity (34th ed) at 

para 18-012. In relation to quia timet injunctions, like the one sought in this case, the 

Claimants must prove that there is a real and imminent risk of the Defendant causing 

the torts feared, not that the torts have already been committed, per Longmore LJ in 

Ineos Upstream v Boyd [2019] 4 WLR 100, para 34(1). I also take account of the 
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judgment of Sir Julian Flaux in National Highways v PUs [2023] 1 WLR 2088, in which 

at paras. 37-40 the following ruling was provided: 

 

“37. Although the judge did correctly identify the test for the grant of 

an anticipatory injunction, in para 38 of his judgment, unfortunately he 

fell into error in considering the question whether the injunction granted 

should be final or interim. His error was in making the assumption that 

before summary judgment for a final anticipatory injunction could be 

granted NHL had to demonstrate, in relation to each defendant, that that 

defendant had committed the tort of trespass or nuisance and that there 

was no defence to a claim that such a tort had been committed. That 

error infected both his approach as to whether a final anticipatory 

injunction should be granted and as to whether summary judgment 

should be granted. 

38. As regards the former, it is not a necessary criterion for the grant of 

an anticipatory injunction, whether final or interim, that the defendant 

should have already committed the relevant tort which is threatened. 

Vastint [2019] 4 WLR 2 was a case where a final injunction was sought 

and no distinction is drawn in the authorities between a final prohibitory 

anticipatory injunction and an interim prohibitory anticipatory 

injunction in terms of the test to be satisfied. Marcus Smith J 

summarises at para 31(1) the effect of authorities which do draw a 

distinction between final prohibitory injunctions and final mandatory 

injunctions, but that distinction is of no relevance in the present case, 

which is only concerned with prohibitory injunctions. 

39. There is certainly no requirement for the grant of a final anticipatory 

injunction that the claimant prove that the relevant tort has already been 

committed. The essence of this form of injunction, whether interim or 

final, is that the tort is threatened and, as the passage from Vastint at 

para 31(2) quoted at para 27 above makes clear, for some reason the 

claimant’s cause of action is not complete. It follows that the judge fell 

into error in concluding, at para 35 of the judgment, that he could not 

grant summary judgment for a final anticipatory injunction against any 

named defendant unless he was satisfied that particular defendant had 

committed the relevant tort of trespass or nuisance. 

40. The test which the judge should have applied in determining 

whether to grant summary judgment for a final anticipatory injunction 

was the standard test under CPR r 24.2, namely, whether the defendants 

had no real prospect of successfully defending the claim. In applying 

that test, the fact that (apart from the three named defendants to whom 

we have referred) none of the defendants served a defence or any 

evidence or otherwise engaged with the proceedings, despite being 

given ample opportunity to do so, was not, as the judge thought, 

irrelevant, but of considerable relevance, since it supported NHL’s case 
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that the defendants had no real prospect of successfully defending the 

claim for an injunction at trial.” 

 

55. In relation to the substantive and procedural requirements for the granting of an 

injunction against persons unknown, guidance was given in Canada Goose v Persons 

Unknown [2021] WLR 2802, by the Court of Appeal. In a joint judgment Sir Terence 

Etherton and Lord Justices Richards and Coulson ruled as follows: 

 

“82 Building on Cameron [2019] 1 WLR 1471 and the Ineos 

requirements, it is now possible to set out the following procedural 

guidelines applicable to proceedings for interim relief against “persons 

unknown” in protestor cases like the present one: 

(1) The “persons unknown” defendants in the claim form are, by 

definition, people who have not been identified at the time of the 

commencement of the proceedings. If they are known and have been 

identified, they must be joined as individual defendants to the 

proceedings. The “persons unknown” defendants must be people who 

have not been identified but are capable of being identified and served 

with the proceedings, if necessary by alternative service such as can 

reasonably be expected to bring the proceedings to their attention. In 

principle, such persons include both anonymous defendants who are 

identifiable at the time the proceedings commence but whose names are 

unknown and also Newcomers, that is to say people who in the future 

will join the protest and fall within the description of the “persons 

unknown”. 

(2) The “persons unknown” must be defined in the originating process 

by reference to their conduct which is alleged to be unlawful. 

(3) Interim injunctive relief may only be granted if there is a sufficiently 

real and imminent risk of a tort being committed to justify quia timet 

relief. 

(4) As in the case of the originating process itself, the defendants 

subject to the interim injunction must be individually named if known 

and identified or, if not and described as “persons unknown”, must be 

capable of being identified and served with the order, if necessary by 

alternative service, the method of which must be set out in the order. 

(5) The prohibited acts must correspond to the threatened tort. They 

may include lawful conduct if, and only to the extent that, there is no 

other proportionate means of protecting the claimant’s rights.  

(6) The terms of the injunction must be sufficiently clear and precise as 

to enable persons potentially affected to know what they must not do. 

The prohibited acts must not, therefore, be described in terms of a legal 

cause of action, such as trespass or harassment or nuisance. They may 

be defined by reference to the defendant’s intention if that is strictly 

necessary to correspond to the threatened tort and done in non-technical 
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language which a defendant is capable of understanding and the 

intention is capable of proof without undue complexity. It is better 

practice, however, to formulate the injunction without reference to 

intention if the prohibited tortious act can be described in ordinary 

language without doing so.  

(7) The interim injunction should have clear geographical and temporal 

limits. It must be time limited because it is an interim and not a final 

injunction. We shall elaborate this point when addressing Canada 

Goose’s application for a final injunction on its summary judgment 

application.” 

 

56. I also take into account the guidance and the rulings made by the Supreme Court in 

Wolverhampton City Council v London Gypsies [2023] UKSC 47; [2024] 2 WLR 45 

on final injunctions against PUs. This was a case involving a final injunction against 

unknown gypsies and travellers. The circumstances were different from protester cases 

because Local Authorities have duties in relation to travellers. In their joint judgment 

the Supreme Court ruled as follows: 

 

“167. These considerations lead us to the conclusion that, although the 

attempts thus far to justify them are in many respects unsatisfactory, 

there is no immoveable obstacle in the way of granting injunctions 

against newcomer Travellers, on an essentially without notice basis, 

regardless of whether in form interim or final, either in terms of 

jurisdiction or principle. But this by no means leads straight to the 

conclusion that they ought to be granted, either generally or on the facts 

of any particular case. They are only likely to be justified as a novel 

exercise of an equitable discretionary power if: 

(i) There is a compelling need, sufficiently demonstrated by the 

evidence, for the protection of civil rights (or, as the case may be, the 

enforcement of planning control, the prevention of anti-social 

behaviour, or such other statutory objective as may be relied upon) in 

the locality which is not adequately met by any other measures 

available to the applicant local authorities (including the making of 

byelaws). This is a condition which would need to be met on the 

particular facts about unlawful Traveller activity within the applicant 

local authority’s boundaries. 

(ii) There is procedural protection for the rights (including Convention 

rights) of the affected newcomers, sufficient to overcome the strong 

prima facie objection of subjecting them to a without notice injunction 

otherwise than as an emergency measure to hold the ring. This will need 

to include an obligation to take all reasonable steps to draw the 

application and any order made to the attention of all those likely to be 

affected by it (see paras 226—231 below); and the most generous 

provision for liberty (ie permission) to apply to have the injunction 
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varied or set aside, and on terms that the grant of the injunction in the 

meantime does not foreclose any objection of law, practice, justice or 

convenience which the newcomer so applying might wish to raise. 

(iii) Applicant local authorities can be seen and trusted to comply with 

the most stringent form of disclosure duty on making an application, so 

as both to research for and then present to the court everything that 

might have been said by the targeted newcomers against the grant of 

injunctive relief. 

(iv) The injunctions are constrained by both territorial and temporal 

limitations so as to ensure, as far as practicable, that they neither 

outflank nor outlast the compelling circumstances relied upon. 

(v) It is, on the particular facts, just and convenient that such an 

injunction be granted. …” 

… 

“5. The process of application for, grant and monitoring of newcomer 

injunctions and protection for newcomers’ rights 

187.  We turn now to consider the practical application of the principles 

affecting an application for a newcomer injunction against Gypsies and 

Travellers, and the safeguards that should accompany the making of 

such an order. As we have mentioned, these are matters to which judges 

hearing such applications have given a good deal of attention, as has the 

Court of Appeal in considering appeals against the orders they have 

made. Further, the relevant principles and safeguards will inevitably 

evolve in these and other cases in the light of experience. Nevertheless, 

they do have a bearing on the issues of principle we have to decide, in 

that we must be satisfied that the points raised by the appellants do not, 

individually or collectively, preclude the grant of what are in some ways 

final (but regularly reviewable) injunctions that prevent persons who are 

unknown and unidentifiable at the date of the order from trespassing on 

and occupying local authority land. We have also been invited to give 

guidance on these matters so far as we feel able to do so having regard 

to our conclusions as to the nature of newcomer injunctions and the 

principles applicable to their grant. 

Compelling justification for the remedy  

188. Any applicant for the grant of an injunction against newcomers in 

a Gypsy and Traveller case must satisfy the court by detailed evidence 

that there is a compelling justification for the order sought. This is an 

overarching principle that must guide the court at all stages of its 

consideration (see para 167(i)).” 

… 

“(viii) A need for review 

(2) Evidence of threat of abusive trespass or planning breach 

218. We now turn to more general matters and safeguards. As we have 

foreshadowed, any local authority applying for an injunction against 
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persons unknown, including newcomers, in Gypsy and Traveller cases 

must satisfy the court by full and detailed evidence that there is a 

compelling justification for the order sought (see para 167(i) above). 

There must be a strong probability that a tort or breach of planning 

control or other aspect of public law is to be committed and that this will 

cause real harm. Further, the threat must be real and imminent. We have 

no doubt that local authorities are well equipped to prepare this 

evidence, supported by copies of all relevant documents, just as they 

have shown themselves to be in making applications for injunctions in 

this area for very many years. 

219. The full disclosure duty is of the greatest importance (see para 

167(iii)). We consider that the relevant authority must make full 

disclosure to the court not just of all the facts and matters upon which it 

relies but also and importantly, full disclosure of all facts, matters and 

arguments of which, after reasonable research, it is aware or could with 

reasonable diligence ascertain and which might affect the decision of 

the court whether to grant, maintain or discharge the order in issue, or 

the terms of the order it is prepared to make or maintain. This is a 

continuing obligation on any local authority seeking or securing such an 

order, and it is one it must fulfil having regard to the one-sided nature 

of the application and the substance of the relief sought. Where relevant 

information is discovered after the making of the order the local 

authority may have to put the matter back before the court on a further 

application. 

220. The evidence in support of the application must therefore err on the 

side of caution; and the court, not the local authority, should be the judge 

of relevance. 

(3) Identification or other definition of the intended respondents to the 

application  

221. The actual or intended respondents to the application must be 

defined as precisely as possible. In so far as it is possible actually to 

identify persons to whom the order is directed (and who will be enjoined 

by its terms) by name or in some other way, as Lord Sumption explained 

in Cameron [2019] 1 WLR 1471, the local authority ought to do so. The 

fact that a precautionary injunction is also sought against newcomers or 

other persons unknown is not of itself a justification for failing properly 

to identify these persons when it is possible to do so, and serving them 

with the proceedings and order, if necessary, by seeking an order for 

substituted service. It is only permissible to seek or maintain an order 

directed to newcomers or other persons unknown where it is impossible 

to name or identify them in some other and more precise way. Even 

where the persons sought to be subjected to the injunction are 

newcomers, the possibility of identifying them as a class by reference 
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to conduct prior to what would be a breach (and, if necessary, by 

reference to intention) should be explored and adopted if possible.  

(4) The prohibited acts 

222. It is always important that an injunction spells out clearly and in 

everyday terms the full extent of the acts it prohibits, and this is 

particularly so where it is sought against persons unknown, including 

newcomers. The terms of the injunction and therefore the prohibited 

acts must correspond as closely as possible to the actual or threatened 

unlawful conduct. Further, the order should extend no further than the 

minimum necessary to achieve the purpose for which it was granted; 

and the terms of the order must be sufficiently clear and precise to 

enable persons affected by it to know what they must not do. 

223. Further, if and in so far as the authority seeks to enjoin any conduct 

which is lawful viewed on its own, this must also be made absolutely 

clear, and the authority must be prepared to satisfy the court that there 

is no other more proportionate way of protecting its rights or those of 

others.  

224. It follows but we would nevertheless emphasise that the prohibited 

acts should not be described in terms of a legal cause of action, such as 

trespass or nuisance, unless this is unavoidable. They should be defined, 

so far as possible, in non-technical and readily comprehensible language 

which a person served with or given notice of the order is capable of 

understanding without recourse to professional legal advisers. 

(5) Geographical and temporal limits 

225. The need for strict temporal and territorial limits is another 

important consideration (see para 167(iv)). One of the more 

controversial aspects of many of the injunctions granted hitherto has 

been their duration and geographical scope. These have been subjected 

to serious criticism, at least some of which we consider to be justified. 

We have considerable doubt as to whether it could ever be justifiable to 

grant a Gypsy or Traveller injunction which is directed to persons 

unknown, including newcomers, and extends over the whole of a 

borough or for significantly more than a year. It is to be remembered 

that this is an exceptional remedy, and it must be a proportionate 

response to the unlawful activity to which it is directed. Further, we 

consider that an injunction which extends borough-wide is likely to 

leave the Gypsy and Traveller communities with little or no room for 

manoeuvre, just as Coulson LJ warned might well be the case (see 

generally, Bromley [2020] PTSR 1043, paras 99—109. Similarly, 

injunctions of this kind must be reviewed periodically (as Sir Geoffrey 

Vos MR explained in these appeals at paras 89 and 108) and in our view 

ought to come to an end (subject to any order of the judge), by effluxion 

of time in all cases after no more than a year unless an application is 

made for their renewal. This will give all parties an opportunity to make 
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full and complete disclosure to the court, supported by appropriate 

evidence, as to how effective the order has been; whether any reasons 

or grounds for its discharge have emerged; whether there is any proper 

justification for its continuance; and whether and on what basis a further 

order ought to be made. 

(6) Advertising the application in advance 

226. We recognise that it would be impossible for a local authority to 

give effective notice to all newcomers of its intention to make an 

application for an injunction to prevent unauthorised encampments on 

its land. That is the basis on which we have proceeded. On the other 

hand, in the interests of procedural fairness, we consider that any local 

authority intending to make an application of this kind must take 

reasonable steps to draw the application to the attention of persons likely 

to be affected by the injunction sought or with some other genuine and 

proper interest in the application (see para 167(ii) above). This should 

be done in sufficient time before the application is heard to allow those 

persons (or those representing them or their interests) to make focused 

submissions as to whether it is appropriate for an injunction to be 

granted and, if it is, as to the terms and conditions of any such relief. 

227. Here the following further points may also be relevant. First, local 

authorities have now developed ways to give effective notice of the 

grant of such injunctions to those likely to be affected by them, and they 

do so by the use of notices attached to the land and in other ways as we 

describe in the next section of this judgment. These same methods, 

appropriately modified, could be used to give notice of the application 

itself. As we have also mentioned, local authorities have been urged for 

some time to establish lines of communication with Traveller and Gypsy 

communities and those representing them, and all these lines of 

communication, whether using email, social media, advertisements or 

some other form, could be used by authorities to give notice to these 

communities and other interested persons and bodies of any applications 

they are proposing to make. 

228. Secondly, we see merit in requiring any local authority making an 

application of this kind to explain to the court what steps it has taken to 

give notice of the application to persons likely to be affected by it or to 

have a proper interest in it, and of all responses it has received. 

229. These are all matters for the judges hearing these applications to 

consider in light of the particular circumstances of the cases before 

them, and in this way to allow an appropriate practice to develop. 

(7) Effective notice of the order 

230. We are not concerned in this part of our judgment with whether 

respondents become party to the proceedings on service of the order 

upon them, but rather with the obligation on the local authority to take 

steps actively to draw the order to the attention of all actual and potential 
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respondents; to give any person potentially affected by it full 

information as to its terms and scope, and the consequences of failing to 

comply with it; and how any person affected by its terms may make an 

application for its variation or discharge (again, see para 167(ii) above). 

231. Any applicant for such an order must in our view make full and 

complete disclosure of all the steps it proposes to take (i) to notify all 

persons likely to be affected by its terms; and (ii) to ascertain the names 

and addresses of all such persons who are known only by way of 

description. This will no doubt include placing notices in and around the 

relevant sites where this is practicable; placing notices on appropriate 

websites and in relevant publications; and giving notice to relevant 

community and charitable and other representative groups. 

(8) Liberty to apply to discharge or vary 

232. As we have mentioned, we consider that an order of this kind ought 

always to include generous liberty to any person affected by its terms to 

apply to vary or discharge the whole or any part of the order (again, see 

para 167(ii) above). This is so whether the order is interim or final in  

form, so that a respondent can challenge the grant of the injunction on 

any grounds which might have been available at the time of its grant. 

(9) Costs protection 

233. This is a difficult subject, and it is one on which we have received 

little assistance. We have considerable concern that costs of litigation of 

this kind are way beyond the means of most if not all Gypsies and 

Travellers and many interveners, as counsel for the first interveners, 

Friends of the Earth, submitted. This raises the question whether the 

court has jurisdiction to make a protective or costs capping order. This 

is a matter to be considered on another day by the judge making or 

continuing the order. We can see the benefit of such an order in an 

appropriate case to ensure that all relevant arguments are properly 

ventilated, and the court is equipped to give general guidance on the 

difficult issues to which it may give rise. 

(10) Cross-undertaking 

234. This is another important issue for another day. But a few general 

points may be made at this stage. It is true that this new form of 

injunction is not an interim order, and it is not in any sense holding the 

ring until the final determination of the merits of the claim at trial. 

Further, so far as the applicant is a public body acting in pursuance of 

its public duty, a cross undertaking may not in any event be appropriate. 

Nevertheless, there may be occasions where a cross undertaking is 

considered appropriate, for reasons such as those given by Warby J in 

Birmingham City Council v Afsar [2019] EWHC 1619 (QB), a protest 

case. These are matters to be considered on a case-by-case basis, and 

the applicant must equip the court asked to make or continue the order 

with the most up-to-date guidance and assistance. 
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(11) Protest cases 

235. The emphasis in this discussion has been on newcomer injunctions 

in Gypsy and Traveller cases and nothing we have said should be taken 

as prescriptive in relation to newcomer injunctions in other cases, such 

as those directed at protesters who engage in direct action by, for 

example, blocking motorways, occupying motorway gantries or 

occupying HS2’s land with the intention of disrupting construction. 

Each of these activities may, depending on all the circumstances, justify 

the grant of an injunction against persons unknown, including 

newcomers. Any of these persons who have notice of the order will be 

bound by it, just as effectively as the injunction in the proceedings the 

subject of this appeal has bound newcomer Gypsies and Travellers. 

236. Counsel for the Secretary of State for Transport has submitted and 

we accept that each of these cases has called for a full and careful 

assessment of the justification for the order sought, the rights which are 

or may be interfered with by the grant of the order, and the 

proportionality of that interference. Again, in so far as the applicant 

seeks an injunction against newcomers, the judge must be satisfied there 

is a compelling need for the order. Often the circumstances of these 

cases vary significantly one from another in terms of the range and 

number of people who may be affected by the making or refusal of the 

injunction sought; the legal right to be protected; the illegality to be 

prevented; and the rights of the respondents to the application. The 

duration and geographical scope of the injunction necessary to protect 

the applicant’s rights in any particular case are ultimately matters for the 

judge having regard to the general principles we have explained.” 

 

57. I conclude from the rulings in Wolverhampton that the 7 rulings in Canada 

Goose remain good law and that other factors have been added. To 

summarise, in summary judgment applications for a final injunction against 

unknown persons (“PUs”) or newcomers, who are protesters of some sort, 

the following 13 guidelines and rules must be met for the injunction to be 

granted.  These have been imposed because a final injunction against PUs 

is a nuclear option in civil law akin to a temporary piece of legislation 

affecting all citizens in England and Wales for the future so must be used 

only with due safeguards in place. 

 

58. (A) Substantive Requirements 

Cause of action 

(1) There must be a civil cause of action identified in the claim form 

and particulars of claim. The usual quia timet (since he fears) action 

relates to the fear of torts such as trespass, damage to property, 

private or public nuisance, tortious interference with trade contracts, 

conspiracy with consequential damage and on-site criminal activity. 
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Full and frank disclosure by the Claimant 

(2) There must be full and frank disclosure by the Claimant (applicant) 

seeking the injunction against the PUs. 

Sufficient evidence to prove the claim 

(3) There must be sufficient and detailed evidence before the Court on 

the summary judgment application to justify the Court finding that 

the immediate fear is proven on the balance of probabilities and 

that no trial is needed to determine that issue.  The way this is done 

is by two steps.  Firstly stage (1), the claimant has to prove that the 

claim has a realistic prospect of success, then the burden shifts to 

the defendant. At stage (2) to prove that any defence has no 

realistic prospect of success.  In PU cases where there is no 

defendant present, the matter is considered ex-parte by the Court. 

If there is no evidence served and no foreseeable realistic defence, 

the claimant is left with an open field for the evidence submitted 

by him and his realistic prospect found at stage (1) of the hearing 

may be upgraded to a balance of probabilities decision by the 

Judge.  The Court does not carry out a mini trial but does carry out 

an analysis of the evidence to determine if it the claimant’s 

evidence is credible and acceptable. The case law on this process is 

set out in more detail under the section headed “The Law” above.  

No realistic defence 

(4) The defendant must be found unable to raise a defence to the claim 

which has a realistic prospect of success, taking into account not 

only the evidence put before the Court (if any), but also, evidence 

that a putative PU defendant might reasonably be foreseen as able 

to put before the Court (for instance in relation to the PUs civil rights 

to freedom of speech, freedom to associate, freedom to protest and 

freedom to pass and repass on the highway). Whilst in National 

Highways the absence of any defence from the PUs was relevant to 

this determination, the Supreme Court’s ruling in Wolverhampton 

enjoins this Court not to put much weight on the lack of any served 

defence or defence evidence in a PU case.  The nature of the 

proceedings are “ex-parte” in PU cases and so the Court must be 

alive to any potential defences and the Claimants must set them out 

and make submissions upon them. In my judgment this is not a 

“Micawber” point, it is a just approach point.  

Balance of convenience – compelling justification 

(5) In interim injunction hearings, pursuant to American Cyanamid v 

Ethicon [1975] AC 396, for the Court to grant an interim injunction 

against a defendant the balance of convenience and/or justice must 

weigh in favour of granting the injunction. However, in PU cases, 

pursuant to Wolverhampton, this balance is angled against the 

applicant to a greater extent than is required usually, so that there 
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must be a “compelling justification” for the injunction against PUs 

to protect the claimant’s civil rights.  In my judgment this also 

applies when there are PUs and named defendants.  

(6) The Court must take into account the balancing exercise required by 

the Supreme Court in DPP v Ziegler [2021] UKSC 23, if the PUs’ 

rights under the European Convention on Human Rights (for 

instance under Articles 10(2) and 11(2)) are engaged and restricted 

by the proposed injunction. The injunction must be necessary and 

proportionate to the need to protect the Claimants’ right.  

Damages not an adequate remedy 

(7) For the Court to grant a final injunction against PUs the claimant 

must show that damages would not be an adequate remedy. 

(B) Procedural Requirements 

Identifying PUs 

(8) The PUs must be clearly and plainly identified by reference to: (a) 

the tortious conduct to be prohibited (and that conduct must mirror 

the torts claimed in the Claim Form), and (b) clearly defined 

geographical boundaries, if that is possible. 

The terms of injunction 

(9) The prohibitions must be set out in clear words and should not be 

framed in legal technical terms (like “tortious” for instance). 

Further, if and in so far as it seeks to prohibit any conduct which is 

lawful viewed on its own, this must also be made absolutely clear 

and the claimant must satisfy the Court that there is no other more 

proportionate way of protecting its rights or those of others. 

The prohibitions must match the claim 

(10) The prohibitions in the final injunctions must mirror the torts 

claimed (or feared) in the Claim Form. 

Geographic boundaries 

(11) The prohibitions in the final injunctions must be defined by clear 

geographic boundaries, if that is possible. 

Temporal limits - duration 

(12) The duration of the final injunction should be only such as is proven 

to be reasonably necessary to protect the claimant’s legal rights in 

the light of the evidence of past tortious activity and the future feared 

(quia timet) tortious activity. 

Service  

(13) Understanding that PUs by their nature are not identified, the 

proceedings, the evidence, the summary judgment application and 

the draft order must be served by alternative means which have been 

considered and sanctioned by the Court.   The applicant must, under 

the Human Rights Act 1998 S.12(2), show that it has taken all 

practicable steps to notify the respondents. 

The right to set aside or vary 
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(14) The PUs must be given the right to apply to set aside or vary the 

injunction on shortish notice.  

Review 

(15) Even a final injunction involving PUs is not totally final. Provision 

must be made for reviewing the injunction in the future. The 

regularity of the reviews depends on the circumstances. Thus such 

injunctions are “Quasi-final” not wholly final. 

 

59. Costs and undertakings may be relevant in final injunction cases but the Supreme Court 

did not give guidance upon these matters. 

 

60. I have read and take into account the cases setting out the historical growth of PU 

injunctions including Ineos Upstream v PUs [2019] EWCA Civ. 515, per Longmore 

LJ at paras. 18-34. I do not consider that extracts from the judgment are necessary here.   

 

Applying the law to the facts  

61. When applying the law to the facts I take into account the interlocutory judgments of 

Bennathan J and Bourne J in this case.   I apply the balance of probabilities.  I treat the 

hearing as an ex-parte hearing at which the Claimants must prove their case and put 

forward the potential defences of the PUs and show why they have no realistic prospect 

of success. 

 

(A) Substantive Requirements 

Cause of action 

62. The pleaded claim is fear of trespass, crime and public and private nuisance at the 8 

Sites and on the access roads thereto.  In the event, as was found by Sweeting J, 

Bennathan J. and Bourne J. all 3 feared torts were committed in April 2022 and 

thereafter mainly at the Kingsbury site but also in Plymouth later on.  In my judgment 

the claim as pleaded is sufficient on a quia timet basis. 

 

Full and frank disclosure 

63. By their approach to the hearing I consider that the Claimant and their legal team have 

evidenced providing full and frank disclosure.  

 

Sufficient evidence to prove the claim 

64. In my judgment the evidence shows that the Claimants have a good cause of action and 

fully justified fears that they face a high risk and an imminent threat that the remaining 

17 named Defendants (who would not give undertakings) and/or that UPs will commit 

the pleaded torts of trespass and nuisance at the 8 Sites in connection with the 4 

Organisations. I consider the phrase “in connection with” is broad and does not require 

membership of the 4 Organisations (if such exists), or proof of donation.  It requires 

merely joining in with a protest organised by, encouraged by or at which one or more 

of the 4 Organisations were present or represented.  The history of the invasive and 

dangerous protests in April 2022, despite the existence of the interim injunction made 
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by Butcher J, is compelling. Climbing onto fuel filled tankers on access roads is a 

hugely dangerous activity. Invading and trespassing upon petrochemical refineries and 

storage facilities and climbing on storage tanks and tankers is likewise very dangerous.  

Tunnelling under roads to obstruct and damage fuel tankers is also a dangerous tort of 

nuisance.  I accept the evidence of further torts committed between May and September 

2022.  I have carefully considered the reduction in activity against the Claimants’ Sites 

in 2023, however the threats from the spokespersons who align themselves or speak for 

the 4 Organisations did not reduce.  I find that the reduction or abolition of direct 

tortious activity against the Claimants’ 8 Sites was probably a consequence of the 

interim injunctions which were restraining the PUs connected with the 4 Organisations 

and that it is probable that without the injunctions direct tortious activity would quickly 

have recommenced and in future would quickly recommence.  

 

No realistic defence 

65. The Defendants have not entered any appearance or defence. Utterly properly Miss 

Holland KC dealt with the potential defences which the Defendants could have raised 

in her skeleton. Those related to Articles 10 and 11 of the European Convention on 

Human Rights. In Cuciurean v Secretary of State for Transport [2021] EWCA 357, 

[9(1)]-[9(2)] (emphasis added) Warby LJ said: 

 

“9. The following general principles are well-settled, and 

uncontroversial on this appeal. 

(1) Peaceful protest falls within the scope of the fundamental rights 

of free speech and freedom of assembly guaranteed by Articles 

10(1) and 11(1) of the European Convention on Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms. Interferences with those rights can only be 

justified if they are necessary in a democratic society and 

proportionate in pursuit of one of the legitimate aims specified in 

Articles 10(2) and 11(2). Authoritative statements on these topics 

can be found in Tabernacle v Secretary of State for Defence [2009] 

EWCA Civ 23 [43] (Laws LJ) and City of London v Samede [2012] 

EWCA Civ 160 [2012] 2 All ER 1039, reflecting the Strasbourg 

jurisprudence. 

(2) But the right to property is also a Convention right, protected by 

Article 1 of the First Protocol (‘A1P1’). In a democratic society, the 

protection of property rights is a legitimate aim, which may justify 

interference with the rights guaranteed by Article 10 and 11. 

Trespass is an interference with A1P1 rights, which in turn requires 

justification. In a democratic society, Articles 10 and 11 cannot 

normally justify a person in trespassing on land of which another 

has the right to possession, just because the defendant wishes to do 

so for the purposes of protest against government policy. 

Interference by trespass will rarely be a necessary and proportionate 

way of pursuing the right to make such a protest.”  
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66. I consider that any defence assertion that the final injunction amounts to a breach of 

the Defendants’ rights under Articles 10 and 11 of the European Convention on Human 

Rights would be bound to fail.  Trespass on the Claimants’ 8 sites and criminal damage 

thereon is not justified by those Articles and they are irrelevant to those pleaded causes. 

As for private nuisance the same reasoning applies. The Articles would only be relevant 

to the public nuisance on the highways.  The Claimants accept that those rights would 

be engaged on public highways. However, the injunction is prescribed by law in that it 

is granted by the Court. It is granted with a legitimate aim, namely to protect the 

Claimant’s civil rights to property and access thereto, to avoid criminal damage, to 

avoid serious health and safety dangers, to protect the right to life of the Claimants’ 

staff and invitees should a serious accidents occur and to enable the emergency services 

by enabling to access the 8 Sites.  There is also a wider interest in avoiding the 

disruption to emergency services, schools, transport and national services from 

disruption in fuel supplies.  In my judgment there are no less restrictive means available 

to achieve the aim of protecting the Claimants’ civil rights and property than the terms 

of the final injunction. The Defendants have demonstrated that they are committed to 

continuing to carry out their unlawful behaviour. In my judgment an injunction in the 

terms sought strikes a fair balance. In particular, the Defendants’ actions in seeking to 

compel rather than persuade the Government to act in a certain way (by attacking the 

Claimants 8 Sites), are not at the core of their Article 10 and 11 rights, see Attorney 

General's Reference (No 1 of 2022) [2023] KB 37, at para 86.  I take into account that 

direct action is not being carried out on the highway because the highway is in some 

way important or related to the protest. It is a means by which the Defendants can inflict 

significant disruption, see National Highways Ltd v Persons Unknown [2021] EWHC 

3081 (KB), at para 40(4)(a) per Lavender J and Ineos v Persons Unknown [2017] 

EWHC 2945 (Ch), at para.114 per Morgan J. I take into account that the Defendants 

will still be able to protest and make their points in other lawful ways after the final 

injunction is granted, see Shell v Persons Unknown [2022] EWHC 1215, at para. 59 

per Johnson J.  I take into account that the impact on the rights of others of the 

Defendants’ direct action, for instance at Kingsbury, is substantial for the reasons set 

out above. As well as being a public nuisance, the acts sought to be restrained are also 

offences contrary to s.137 of the Highways Act 1980 (obstruction of the highway), s.1 

of the Public Order Act 2023 (locking-on) and s.7 of the Public Order Act 2023 

(interference with use or operation of key national infrastructure).  In these 

circumstances I do not consider that the Defendants have any realistic prospect of 

success on their potential defences.  

 

Balance of convenience – compelling justification 

67. In my judgment the balance of convenience and justice weigh in favour of granting the 

final injunction. The balance tips further in the Claimants’ favour because I consider 

that there are compelling justifications for the injunction against the named Defendants 

and the PUs to protect the Claimants’ 8 Sites d the nearby public from the threatened 

torts, all of which are at places which are part of the National Infrastructure.  In 
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addition, there are compelling reasons to protect the staff and visitors at the 8 Sites 

from the risk of death or personal injury and to protect the public at large who live near 

the 8 Sites. The risk of explosion may be small, but the potential harm caused by an 

explosion due to the tortious activities of a protester with a mobile phone or lighter, 

who has no training in safe handling in relation to fuel in tankers or storage tanks or 

fuel pipes, could be a human catastrophe.   

 

68. I also take into account the dangers involved in shutting down any refinery site.  I take 

into account that a temporary emergency shutdown had to be put in place at Kingsbury 

on 7th April 2022 and the dangers that such safety measures cause on restart.  

 

69. I take into account that no spokesperson for any of the 4 Organisations has agreed to 

sign undertakings and that 17 Defendants have refused to sign undertakings.  I take into 

account the dark and ominous threats made by Roger Hallam, the asserted co-founder 

of Just Stop Oil and the statements of those who assert that they speak for the Just Stop 

Oil and the other organisations, that some will continue action using methods towards 

a more excessive limit.  

  

Damages not an adequate remedy 

70. I consider that damages would not be an adequate remedy for the feared direct action 

incursions onto or blockages of access at the 8 Sites. None of the named Defendants 

are prepared to offer to pay costs or damages. 43 have sought to exchange undertakings 

for the prohibitions in the interim injunctions, but none offered damages or costs. 

Recovery from PUs is impossible and recovery from named Defendants is wholly 

uncertain in any event.  No evidence has been put before this Court about the 4 

Organisations’ finances or structure or legal status or to identify which legal persons 

hold their bank accounts or what funding or equipment they provided to the protesters 

or what their legal structure is. Whilst no economic tort is pleaded the damage caused 

by disruption of supply and of refining works may run into substantial sums as does  

the cost to the police and emergency services resulting from torts or crimes at the 8 

Sites and the access roads thereto. Finally, any health and safety risk, if triggered, could 

potentially cause fatalities or serious injuries for which damages would not be a full 

remedy.  Persons injured or killed by tortious conduct are entitled to compensation, but 

they would always prefer to suffer no injury. 

 

(B) Procedural Requirements 

Identifying PUs 

71. In my judgment, as drafted the injunction clearly and plainly identifies the PUs by 

reference to the tortious conduct to be prohibited and that conduct mirrors the feared 

torts claimed in the Claim Form. The PUs’ conduct is also limited and defined by 

reference to clearly defined geographical boundaries on coloured plans.  

 

The terms of the injunction 
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72. The prohibitions in the injunction are set out in clear words and the order avoids using 

legal technical terms. Further, in so far as the prohibitions affect public highways, they 

do not prohibit any conduct which is lawful viewed on its own save to the extent that 

such is necessary and proportionate. I am satisfied that there is no other more 

proportionate way of protecting the Claimants’ rights or those of their staff, invitees 

and suppliers. 

 

The prohibitions must match the claim 

73. The prohibitions in the final injunction do mirror the torts feared in the Claim Form. 

 

Geographic boundaries 

74. The prohibitions in the final injunction are defined by clear geographic boundaries 

which in my judgment are reasonable. 

 

Temporal limits - duration 

75. I have carefully considered whether 5 years is an appropriate duration for this quasi-

final injunction. The undertakings expire in August 2026 and I have thought carefully 

about whether the injunction should match that duration.  However, in the light of the 

threats of some of the 4 Organisations on the longevity of their campaigns and the 

continued actions elsewhere in the UK, the express aim of causing financial waste to 

the police force and the Claimants and the total lack of engagement in dialogue with 

the Claimants throughout the proceedings, I do not consider it reasonable to put the 

Claimants to the further expense of re-issuing for a further injunction in 2 years 7 

months' time.  I have seen no evidence suggesting that those connected with the 4 

organisations will abandon or tire of their desire for direct tortious action causing 

disruption, danger and economic damage with a view to forcing Government to cease 

or prevent oil exploration and extraction.  

 

Service  

76. I find that the summary judgment application, evidence in support and draft order were 

served by alternative means in accordance with the previous Orders made by the Court.  

 

The right to set aside or vary 

77. The final injunction gives the PUs the right to apply to set aside or vary the final 

injunction on short notice.  

 

Review 

78. Provision has been made in the quasi-final injunction for review annually in future. In 

the circumstances of this case I consider that to be a reasonable period.  

 

Conclusions 

79. I grant the quasi-final injunction sought by the Claimants for the reasons set out above.  
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END 


